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Agreement on the Loan of IPG Automotive Software Products in 

Connection with Student Theses / Internships / Dissertations 

 

As an established expert in the application areas of vehicle dynamics, autonomous driving and electric 

mobility, IPG Automotive GmbH (“IPG Automotive”) provides test methods for virtual test driving. IPG 

Automotive loans its products and services to support student theses/internships/dissertations to 

students under certain conditions.  

 

The software provided by IPG Automotive is a commercial software provided under the conditions 

mentioned below. It is neither shareware nor freeware. Please read the End-User License Agreement 

for IPG Automotive Software Products (“EULA”) carefully before installing and using the IPG Automotive 

software. 

 

■ IPG Automotive grants students the non-exclusive, non-transferable and non-sublicensable 

right to use the IPG Automotive software products free of charge, limited to the time set forth in 

the license file. After the license period has expired, the software can no longer be started. 

■ The student agrees to use the IPG Automotive software products exclusively in the context of 

the thesis/internship/dissertation. Any use of the IPG Automotive software products beyond this 

is expressly prohibited and they may not be passed on to third parties or made accessible in 

any other form. 

■ The student will receive comprehensive support from the IPG Automotive support team beyond 

the normal scope of customer support.  

■ In return, the student can either 

- present his/her work free of charge to expert engineers in a colloquium at IPG Automotive 

after completion or 

- provide IPG Automotive with a complete copy of the thesis/internship report/dissertation (pdf 

file) in German or English, but at least a detailed abstract (with all illustrations and 

diagrams). The student grants IPG Automotive the free, perceptual and irrevocable right to 

use the content. 

■ IPG Automotive is entitled to terminate the contact at any time. The rights and duties under this 

agreement cannot be ceded and are not transferable. 

 

This contract was issued electronically and is valid without signature. 


